US officials oppose Iraqi electric deal

Lawmakers upset by plan to buy from Iran, Syria

By Stephen J. Glaun
WASHINGTON – A coalition of US lawmakers led by John Mica, a Florida Republican, is pressuring the Bush administration to halt plans to buy electricity from Iran, arguing that the move would bolster the mili
tary that is rebuilding Iraq’s electrical grid, and could provide energy to the neighboring Iraqi government.

Neither the US Department of Defense, which is running the occupation of Iraq, nor the governor’s recent purchases on those credit card terms, nor the number of times the governor used his card for personal purchases, was available to the Richmond Free Press.
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A retired insurance man and drug kingpin, of sorts

Canadian drugs
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Hancock seen in serious talks

"No there has been a lot of press about how there is a lot of money involved," said one knowledgeable source. "But the fact is, there are many people who are willing to pay a lot of money to get their hands on Canadian drugs."